
The blood vessels. 
Arteries
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Cardiovascular system 
consists of:

1) heart, cor;

2) blood vessels, 

vasa sanguinea;

3) lymphatic vessels, 

vasa lymphatica.
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Blood vessels are divided into:

1) arteries (transport blood from the
heart);

2) veins (transport blood to the
heart).

Lymphatic vessels carry the lymph to
the left and right vein corners.
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Distribution of the extraorgan
arteries:

1. Arteries are located on
the way of the nerve tube and
nerves.
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Distribution of the extraorgan
arteries:

2. Arteries are divided into:

-parietal

- visceral
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Distribution of the extraorgan
arteries:

3. Each extremity gets one
main trunk.
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Distribution of the extraorgan
arteries:

4. Arteries of the trunk save
the segment structure.
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Distribution of the extraorgan
arteries:

5. Most of the arteries are
distributed as paired arteries
of the soma and visceral.
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Distribution of the extraorgan
arteries:

6. Arteries go together with
veins and the lymphatic
vessels, forming the common
vessel complex.
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Regularities of the 
arteries’ location 
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Regularities of the arteries’ location 

1. Arteries choose the
shortest way to move to
the organ.
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Regularities of the arteries’ location 

2. Arteries are located
on the flexor surfaces of
the body.
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3. Arteries are located
in the grooves and canals
formed by bones, muscles
and fascia, which protect
blood vessels from
compression.

Regularities of the arteries’ location 
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4. Arteries enter the
organ on its concave
medial surface, which
faces the blood supply.

Regularities of the arteries’ location 
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5. Arteries form devices
according to the function of the
body:

a) vascular networks, rings and
arcuate anastomoses are
formed in the organs associated
with movements.

Regularities of the arteries’ location 
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5. Arteries form devices according to the
function of the body:

b) the caliber of the arteries is
determined not only by the size of the
organ, but also its function;

c) due to the latter, the endocrine glands
have numerous power sources.

Regularities of the arteries’ location 
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Кровоносні судини серця (корозія)
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The wall of an adult artery
consists of three membranes:

- internal,

- medium,

- external.
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The inner shell (tunica intima) is

formed by a layer of endothelial cells,

a subendothelial layer and a basement

membrane.
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The middle membrane (tunica

media) is formed by circular fibers of

unstriated muscle tissue and elastic

fibers.
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The outer shell (tunica externa)

contains loose connective tissue with

vascular vessels (vasa vasorum) and

vascular nerves (nervi vasorum).
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Inner and outer elastic membranes

(membrana elastica interna et

membrana elastica externa) are

placed between the shells.
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Стінка артерії і вени м׳язового типу. (НЕ х 400).
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Структура кровоносних судин 

(середній калібр, м’язовий тип), схема.
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The large arteries (the aorta and its

large branches) are arteries of the elastic

type, because their walls are dominated by

elastic fibers and membranes. They

increase in diameter after the ejection of

blood mass by heartbeat. This expansion

spreads to subsequent arteries, and thus

a pulse wave is formed that travels along

the walls of the arteries in the distal

direction, helping the heart to push blood

to the periphery.
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Artery of elastic type. The aortic wall (НЕ х 80).
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The arteries of medium and small caliber

are dominated by muscular elements

(arteries of the muscular type), the

contractile function of which helps the

further movement of blood to the

periphery. In arteries of muscular-elastic

(mixed) type, there are almost the same

number of muscle cells and elastic fibers

in the middle membrane (for example,

subclavian and femoral arteries).
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By the nature of the branches, the

arteries are distinguished by the main type

of branches, loose and mixed types of

branches.
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According to the main type of branches,

the lateral branches depart from the well-

defined main trunk of the artery (for

example, the superior mesenteric artery),

and according to the placer type, the

artery is initially divided into terminal

branches (for example, the internal iliac

artery).
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The vessel that provides blood flow

bypassing the main pathway is called the

collateral vessel, the vas collaterale. The

vessel that connects the lateral branches of

one arterial trunk or different trunks of one

main vessel is called the anastomotic vessel,

(vasa anastomotica). In accordance with this,

there are:

1) intrasystem anastomoses (for example -

Zakharchenko-Wallenberg circle);

2) intersystem anastomoses (for example -

Vilisian circle).
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Arteries and veins are very

variable with structure, which

should be considered in the

clinic.
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